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Model Configuration

 HYCOM in a pure barotropic configuration (one isopycnal layer)

 Horizontal resolution: 1.8 km

 Sea-surface elevations and 2D velocities (from the NEA2004 tidal 
atlas) prescribed along the open boundaries

 Bottom drag formulation : 

Quadratic friction coefficient computation based on vertical 
integration of the turbulent velocity profile: 

κ : Von Kármán constant
z0 : bottom roughness
H : total water height  
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 Second-order version, 2SPSA (Spall, 2000): iterative algorithm

 

 Estimation of the cost function gradient            with two cost function 
measurements, regardless of the dimension of the control vector:

 Estimation of the Hessian matrix       with two more cost function 
evaluations:

Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation 

Method performances evaluated with twin experiments
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 Tidal spectrum:

      - Astronomic components: M2 and S2

      - Non-linear components of M2 and S2: semidiurnal, quarter-          
        diurnal, …, eighth-diurnal species

 Sea surface height observations: 167 tide gauges

Optimization procedure
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 Reduction of the control space dimension : 41 colocation points

 Cost function computed over a spring/neap cycle

Optimization procedure

2D reconstruction using 
interpolation
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Impact of a mixed quadratic/linear friction

Linear friction coefficient distributionRoughness distribution
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PERSPECTIVES

 Assimilation of current data: ADCP profiler, HF radars
 Open boundary condition optimization
 Increase the number of tidal components, especially the 

diurnal species
 Extend this work to a baroclinic model
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